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Term 1 

Week 6 

5th March 2021 

  

Pride in Performance 

 

2021 TERM 1 
   

Week 8 

Friday 12th March    Regional Swimming Year Levels 

 

Week 9 

Monday 15th March   Grade 4 History Incursion 4N 

Tuesday 16th March   School Photos 

      Grade 4 History Incursion 4F, 4K, 4S 

Thursday 18th March   Year 3-6 Athletics Carnival 9.00am—3.00pm 

Friday 19th March    National Young Leaders Day 

Saturday 20th March   Templeton 40th Birthday Celebrations 11.00am— 4.00pm 

 

Week 10 

Thursday 25th March   Grade 1 Como House Excursion 

      PEEP Surfing 

Week 11 

Monday 29th March   Year 1 Como House Excursion 

Thursday 1st April    Last Day of Term 1—Finish 2.30pm 

 

2021 TERM 2 
 

Week 1 

Monday 19th April    School Resumes  

Friday 23rd April    PEEP Cable Park 

 

Week 2 

Friday 30th April    District Cross Country 

 

 

Calendar 
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CLASSROOM VISITS 

Our Specialist Program is in full swing with love of reading on display in the library, while Ox prints were 
being made during Grade 2 Art classes. Cyber safety posters are being developed in ICT classes and our 
Grade 6 students enjoy our new oval with Physical Education. Performing Arts students enjoyed learning 
to read music while LOTE classes focus on learning about the Year of the Ox.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION: BLOGS 

A quick reminder to jump onto our website and catch up with what is happening in your child’s 
classroom. Simply open our website, go to Communication at the top and click on Blogs. This will take 
you to our Grade level Blogs.  

Principal 



 

 

 
 

SOME TIPS ABOUT READING 

As you maybe aware, teachers have been busy here at school in recent weeks, assessing each individual 

students’ reading progress.  This has included students reading books individually to their teacher and 

then answering some comprehension questions. By listening to and discussing what has been read with 

each child, teachers are able to determine each student’s strengths and ‘where to next’ (what the next 

thing is they need to learn to progress). Following this, students have been allocated particular books to 

choose from to bring home for home reading.  Home reading books are meant to be at a level that give a 

child practice at their reading skills.  They are meant to be relatively easy, so that fluency and self-

correcting can be a natural part of reading aloud at home.  

 

An important thing to understand about ‘reading’ is there are different parts or elements to it.  The most 

obvious part is what teachers call ‘decoding’ – being able to see letters of the alphabet, attach a sound to 

those letters and ‘say the words’.  Many students at Templeton, particularly in the lower grades are 

becoming very good ‘decoders’.  They recognise many common words, they run words together in 

phrases and they pause at full stops, so that the reading aloud sounds great.  It is exciting to listen to 

your child read aloud when they are doing all of those things.  

 

However, sometimes reading at home may seem quick if this is the only focus. We don’t want to give the 

message to our children that ‘reading’ is about saying the words on each page as quickly as we can, then 

closing the book and we’re done!   

 

This is because another super important part of really reading, is making meaning from what we 

read.  This means that students should understand or comprehend what they have read.  To ensure this, 

it is important to talk to children about what they have read and we teach and expect students to think 

about what is happening in a story while they are reading and to reflect on it at the end.   

 

This is where parents can support children at home.  When your child reads aloud to you at home, ask 

them questions to get them thinking about what they have read.  Books and reading provide a wonderful 

opportunity to learn all sorts of life lessons.  Children are exposed to characters making a plethora of 

good or bad choices which make great discussion points about ways to treat other people and how the 

world works. You can help your child greatly by discussing stories with them.  

 

There are different kinds of questions you can ask your child during and after reading to help guide their 

understanding. Questions which help to find answers that are directly stated in a book could start with: 

What happened…? How many…? How did…? Who…? What is…? Which…? 

Questions which help children to think a little more deeply and start to ‘read between the lines’ by 

thinking about what the author is telling us may include: 

Why did…? What was…? What do you think about…? Can you explain…? How was this similar to…? 

 



 

 

We can help children to think even more deeply about what they are reading by discussing what they 

think, feel and wonder about what they read. Some good questions to ask about this level of thinking 

are: 

How would you…? Do you agree…? What would have happened if…? How might…? What effect does…? If 

you were…? What would you…? 

 

Some children may bring the same reader home for various reasons .Children will benefit greatly from re-

reading the same book. When re-reading a book think about what they could have missed the first time 

they read it. Look deeply at the illustrations, characters facial expressions and ask them what they could 

be thinking. 

Other questions you could ask are:  

How does the setting make you feel? Can you show me where in the story you felt this? Why?  

Do you feel differently about the setting or the story now that we have read it again?  

How has the character changed? Could you show me the page that this took place?  

  

Punctuation 

When re-reading a book look closely at the punctuation that is presented in the book.  

If it’s a question mark ask what does it mean? When would we use it?  

If it’s a full stop, again ask what does it mean? Why do we need to stop when we read?  

If it’s a comma ask what do we do here? Why do we need to take a breath when reading?  

  

Sight Words/Letter & Sounds  

When re-reading a book look at the common sight words that occur throughout the book.  

Ask how many the /and/ get/to you can find? Can you count how many you found?  

With the letters and sounds ask them to find a certain letter and sound. Ask the child to tell you the letter 

and sound and count how many there are.  

  

As parents, we have a big responsibility to support our children’s reading development.  The best thing 

that you can do to help your child is to make a daily time to enjoy books together. For the younger 

students this means finding a time to sit on the couch together or snuggle up in bed to read together 

each day.  

  

Talking about the story with your child gives you an opportunity to see what they are taking in.  What 

extra information are they noticing in the pictures?  Do the pictures help us to see why a character 

behaves in a particular way? Do they help us to predict what might happen on the next page? Can your 

child empathise with the characters (understand how they might be feeling)? Has your child ever been in 

a similar situation? 

 

 



 

 

Children need strong role models of what ‘good readers’ do too. Reading a picture story book aloud to 

your child (or possibly a novel for older children), and pausing, ‘thinking aloud’, making predictions and 

posing ‘I wonder if…’ type statements helps your child to see what good readers do.  They stop, think and 

reflect on what is happening as they read. 

 

As a parent, you can have a big effect on how your child perceives reading – do they see you reading for 

pleasure as well as to find an answer for a question you have? Have you read aloud to them your 

favourite books from when you were their age? Catching a loved ones’ enthusiasm for reading rubs off! 

  

To quote Dr Seuss: 

  

The more that you read, 

the more things you will know. 

The more that you learn, 

the more places you’ll go. 

  

Being able to read is a gateway to being a life-long learner, so let’s get behind our kids, support and 

encourage them by giving them daily opportunities to practice and talk about what they are reading! 

 

COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

QR CODES 

It was great to have our parents back at our assemblies this morning. Please don’t forget that the 

Victorian Government requires parents who will be onsite for more than 15 minutes to register their 

attendance via the QR Codes situated at each gate and in the office.  

 

UNIFORM 

For parents who have uniforms purchased pre- logos, we are able to provide an embroidery service for 

you. At a cost of $2.00 for ‘T.P.S’ and $3.50 for a full logo on dresses etc, it is great value. Contact the 

Uniform Shop for details.  

 

Have a great weekend everyone! 

 

Rod McKinlay 

Principal  

 

 



 

Prep 

 Arrisa G—PM for always trying your best in the classroom 

and listening carefully.  Keep it up. 

 Anish V—PM for your fantastic Show and Tell about your 

family. 

 Meera B—PG for coming to school with a positive attitude. 

 Dave S—PS for always being a 5 Star listener and displaying 

lovely manners. 

Prep 

 Ella C—PS for always being a 5 Star listener and trying 

your best at school. 

 Karen L— PV for your excellent Show and Tell this week. 

 Gabriella D—PZ for a wonderful start to Prep this year. 

 Gary G—PZ for the great effort you put into your Show 

and Tell this week. 

 

Grade 1 

 Andy S—1C for participating well in class and making great 

suggestions. 

 Angela Q—1C for being a good friend and always including 

others. 

 Nina F—1F for a fantastic Show and Tell this week.  

 Aubree D—1F for wonderful effort this week with all your 

work. 

 Grace G—1N for being organised and bringing your best 

smile to school. 

 Laura C—1N for always taking the time to make sure that 

your work is completed to the best of your ability. 

 Bryden G—1S for fantastic reading and sounding out words. 

 Daniel F—1S for working well during Guided Reading. 

 Ellie S—1W for being a Superstar during Guided Reading this 

week. 

Grade 2 

 Arjun T—2A  Congratulations on doing a great Show and 

Tell. 

 Jonathan W—2A  you had excellent manners on our  

excursion to Mont De Lancey. 

 Sophia J—2C the presentation of your homework is    

outstanding. 

 Blake T—2C for your awesome work in Maths Groups 

this week.  Well done. 

 Sakina D—2D for your great start at Templeton. 

 Max B—2M for always trying your best in the class.  Keep 

it up. 

 Ian F—2M for your awesome behaviour during our ex-

cursion to Mont De Lancey.  Well done. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade 3 

 Haowen Z—3E for taking initiative in caring for the class-

room. 

 Jacinta N —3E for working hard to improve her organisation 

and time management skills. 

 Christopher H—3P for trying your best in all activities and in 

the classroom.  Keep it up. 

 Saurav S—3N for being an enthusiastic participant in 3/4 

Sport. 

 Amelia W—3N for working really hard in Maths Rotations 

this week. 

 Ella M—3P for a fantastic effort in Maths Zones.  Well done. 

Stuart H—3S well done on your effort with Guided Reading 

and Maths this week. 

Mackenzie S—3S for your work during all Maths activities 

this week.  Well done. 

 

Grade 4 

 Jackson A—4F  for consistently demonstrating attentive 

listening.  Inspiring work—keep it up. 

 Josh T—4K for displaying maturity and resilience in 3/4 

Sport.  Keep up the great effort. 

 Hari T—4S for always listening attentively to others and 

contributing to class discussions. 

 Alecia F—4S for always being a supportive classmate.  

Keep up the fantastic work. 

 Aarna S—4N for your excellent contribution in class.  

Keep it up. 

 Jonan G—4N for your brilliant problem solving during 

Maths this week.  Well done. 

Grade 5 

 Chloe W—5H for using correct structure with your persua-

sive piece of writing.  Well done. 

 Maddy and Genevieve—5H for working well as a team. 

 Kyle L—5L for your excellent effort and concentration in 

class.  Keep it up. 

 Izdyan A—5L for being s a fierce competitor when playing 

the multiplication game. 

 Anya S—5M for always bringing a positive and helpful      

attitude to the classroom. 

 Mani K—5M for being the light of 5M.  Your attitude is    

always exceptional. 

 Ayden Y—5S for outstanding behaviour both in and out of 

the classroom.  Well done. 

 Mitchell C—5S for his wonderful week of learning.  You are a 

brilliant contributor in our class discussions. 

Grade 6 

 Jesse L—6D for trying your hardest in everything you do. 

 Tanisha V—6D for being a happy and enthusiastic       

student of our class. 

 Frederick L—6H thank you for fixing the laptops this 

week. 

 Kiyan P—6H for helping a younger student in need. 

 Shawrya S—6P for being an amazing friend.  Keep it up. 

 Katherine T—6P for being responsible and organised 

with all homework diary tasks. 

 Rebekah L-S—6J for representing Templeton at the    

District Swimming and in our Cross Country.  Keep it up. 

 Cindy M—6J for making some excellent predictions.  

Well done. 



 
TEMPLETON PRIMARY SCHOOL’S FAMILY FUN DAY 

CELEBRATING THE START OF OUR 41ST YEAR 
 

SATURDAY MARCH 20th 2021 

11.00am – 4.00pm 

 

Bring the family, relax and enjoy rides and more! 

We have simplified our plans but we are sure you will see 

The wonderful spirit in our community.  

 

RAFFLE PRIZES 

BBQ 

RIDES  

GAMES 

FOOD  

LUCKY DIPS 

 

Bring the picnic blanket and enjoy! 

Wrist bands $25 and individual ride tickets available on the day. 

Raffle Tickets due back Monday 15th March. 

If you are able to help out on the day, please write your name and details in one or more 
of the allocated time slots; on the sheets outside the GP room. Jobs will range from ticket 

sales, rides, BBQ, crowd control and games.  
 

Alternatively, you can email your available times to Sharon Swalling 
templeton40volunteers@gmail.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Andrea Edwards—Assistant Principal 

mailto:templeton40volunteers@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

TEMPLETON PRIMARY SCHOOL  

PHOTO DAY FOR 2021 



 



 



 


